
---- Original Message ---
From: Mark Kirk
To: Labeau Pierre-Etienne ; benedlkt.martens('sckcen. be
Cc: helmut. Schulz krtn;t-online de andrea.lneauf•mlnes-Darlstech.fr; timwllllamstU39bhr fsnet.co,uk;
klm.wallinvtt.fi ; styimsrsims.bas.b ; ki-sio.kang(Mlaea.org ; Aleiandro.HUERTAftoecd.ora;
wIllv.derooveretZfanc.faov. be
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 3:21 PM
Subject: some commemt" on Tractebel documents

Dear Benedlkt (& others) -

Please forgive the last blank e-mail you received from me. My clumsy thumbs pressed
"send" prematurely.

Due to a late season hurricane on the east coast of the United States that has stranded
me at home, i have had two uninterrupted days during which i have taken the
opportunity to review some of the documents that have been provided to us by
Tractebel. In specific i have made my way through all documents provided so far in the
categories of:

- calculations
- safety
- strategy note

Following instructions from Professor Labeau I am sending you these comments
(attached) in the hope that Tractebel may be informed of them so that the more
Important ones can be addressed during our meetings in late November. Also, I should
note that all of these comments fall Into Professor Labeau's "Category 1," i.e., those
related to the general consistency of Electrabel's justification case.

Before anyone delves into the details of my comments i wish to say that overall I found
the documents provided so far by Tractebel (those i have read) to be of extremely high
quality and thoroughness. Even though I have identified some major technical
comments I am nevertheless optimistic that they can be resolved in a satisfactory
manner.

In the interest of clarity i have adopted a standardized format for my comments, which Is
attached. There is a separate comment file for each document i have read; it is
designated by the 3 digit identification provided as part of the title within the "Electrabel
Deliverables List" spreadsheet you provided previously. Also, with a view
to communicating the relative importance of my various comments, and also what i
hope can happen in response to my comments, i have categorized each comment as
being one of the following five types:

...-
Editorial I Just srmethlng that was noticed. Provided for Information.

into Additional explanation and/or information Is suggested to clarify/Improve the strength and/or logic of the safety
case.



Tech- A technical comment having limited impact on the safety case.
Minor Address of this comment would Improve the safety case, but Is not viewed as necessary.

A technical comment having significant impact on the safety case.
Tech-Major Address of this comment Is viewed as necessary.

expension A suggested expansion of the proposed argument that is viewed as augmenting the strength of the safety case.

It is of course the 'Tech-Major" comments that i particularly hope Tractebel will be able
to give some thought to before our meeting at the end of November.

Finally I should note that the two attached pdf files are referenced from within some of

my comments.

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Best regards,

Mark

Mark Kirk
Senior Materials Engineer
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission



Documentt 8.1.1

DocumenTitle: 1001036373000000. "Strategyfordraftingthe Coel 3 and Tihange 2 resta~i file"

Commenter, Mark O mark.ki*.•.o

Date: 30 Ocober 2012

8..1 Sect.l info The statemnentisnmade,, ---- UoH

-b)(4) sit possible to see this document?
The statement is mad (bX4)

T6 F..et1aibrithte MInitflon Is W be guntled jaainst.and is the most wmiome outcome, •
8,1,12 Sect. 3 Major (W~) Cno

Major se say how your armayss addresses the predusion of ductile crack mitiaton, or arp what it not

necessaryto do 5?
e statement is mad %(4)

Tec I
8.1,1.3 Sect. 73 1 0b4) 11 fis statement seemsspeculative unlessi can be referenced that

Minor such segreptions were actually obse~d in the oinal larp scale spedcmens that led to the ASME K• and

NA Nuves,
8.1.1- N/A N/A Never mind. I resolved this myself.
U-1-5 WA N/A INever mind. I resoved this mysel.

In 7.,1 it isstated that the deterinistic (ASMEJ assessment is performed 0b -4 7
1b)(4) ,towever, in 75.2 the probabilistic ana0 sis performed only for PFS (i,e,

accidentO conditions, As I underf and your explanation a key motivation of performing the probabilistic
Sect Tech. analysis is to deal more realistically with the vey large number of indications found in De 3 and• TNge 2.

"7.5. Major As such, what is the justifIcation for restrcting the scope of loadil cases modeled using the probabilistik
. analysis to only those resultin from accident loading? Should not normal bading be considered as well so

that the effects of the veiy urge number of indications found in Doel 3 and Tihange 2 can be assessed for

those loadingtypes?

Jft Just W n dwa Wfud. eoublrrmonau.
i 01 MAuIenlatnwn d/orinka isrM edmnk pmw enferandlor icvf kh safo eyae

Atnia I" mment "aii #nit 49n ~~uIN Sakey rise,

Ewpnsio A-! expamd N pposeaqnf it~d asp"dOthe"ofthesalty we.



Document 1: 4.0.1

DocumentrTitle: Calculations: RPV Doel 3. Methodology for the justification of the indications in Doel 3 reactor pressure vessel

Commenter, MaA Kirk, markir@nrc.eov

Date: 3e• October 2012

Sections
4,12.1, Several proprietary computer codes have been used in these analyses (e., SYSTUS, TRTHERM,TEEPAC,

4.0.1.1 4.1.3.1, Info maybeothers). Please provid evidence/documentation demonstrating that the solutions provided by
maybe these codes have been bencmlarked to reference solutions.
others

This comment will apply to many docments.

(6H~4'

4.0.1.2
Sections
4.1.3&
4.2

Tech.
Major

'a.'
To tNs reviewers knowledge, the Doel and Thange safety cases will be unprecedented in the degree to
whih their outcome will 1probably) depend on flaw odentation and combination rules, With this in mind it
is viewed as critically important by this reviewer that the basis for and application of these rules be clearly
described and understood. Having a document dedicated to that purpose, such as the 4,3,1 document, isan
excellent idea.

I haw attached to these comments a copy of EPRI Report NP.719SIR Appendix E of this document describes
the basis for ASMEs Paw orientation and combination rules, As described by the last paragraph on page (A
of Appendix E, the ASME combination rules are non conservative (up to 20% under-preciction of ,W,) for
the case of m -ubiaxii aing that arisesduringthermal transients. emonstration that such no.



conservatism Is not a characteristk of the Trac1bel procedure will, of courne, be important,
Section Tech,

4.051.3 Mno Same as comment 7,4.1.35.1 minor

MWhii Just sr*$ asnticerd Nm~dfoui~omunt.
Infe A MI/uloretcnanltnortu sW lt he h~ ft* r~f o te gkcm

Atsoftiscomdenpymcoovieth afetymM s ntOe d srmq
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Docunentt, 4.1.1

Document Title: Calculations: RPV Doel 3-Input data and hypotheses for the structural integrity assessment of the flaws

Commenten Mari Kirk, marhkdrkinfrtov

Date: 30e October 2012

ID Cow";*>~ 1:o~~

lam Adtosee Ab 4) h0)
(bj(4)

%b4) In a paper presented at the 2011 PVPconference lPVP2011-57173, which I have attachedj a
num of co-authors and I examined the effect of upper shelf limiting the transition fracture toughness
curve based on data available for a large varety of RPV steels. The relationship we developed,Sect I UMIT

Set I ; -. 151.771 x exp 1,00271xRTo)
4.1.-1 3.5.4 & Eupansion ermits calcubtion of a 2,5% lower bound value of Kk' based on an input value of RTgo, jor RTTO).

Table 9

(b)(+,,

4,1,1-2 Sect3.6 Info Pleasesay if theFG relationship used represents a mean or bounding curve, and say why the seected
curve Imean or bounding) was used in the analysi.

4.1.1.3 S ech, (bX4)
Major

11 S Please provide a plot of the data that leads to the use of a maximum angle of 20V, or provide a reference
to where these data can be found.

IdftwAI [J mettingth~itvasnoed. PmvdfrWorormnaU

Tgdi1rw Atecdm hviqlim d pan tksiefetr caw.*
Adrs 064 mmvwud~~llcsWi rot YWas wesury.
A ncnkaww* 4'av~awtOW~npts1[e!Yis e sfnt
AMdresOfttusconon s~ wed as Icessmy. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Documneft #: 4.2.1

Documentriue: Calculations -RPV Doel3 ASME-111 Justification

W agiener ~ Mark Klrt niarhirknic.eo

Date: 3e' Odtobu 2012

wAn Type I I
I undes that at the end of this sectioL

(bAi st

As one specific romnientquestion, 't is stated that:

I assume that the 1 sentence refer to infration poded in Section 31, about the as4.desige (no flaw)
condiion, for wch:

4.2.11 SedS Inko

I ru1 I n.JJ TJI~r 11W WI11,v 1% 11111 11iiWEu 1116L EirUXiP UICUIK 9ir ur i Is-rviri ar p fir 66o • ' ' v - -

the Section III requirements, i.e.,

(b;(4)
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Dowumeit~ 4.3.5

Document ite: Calculations: RPV Doel 3-Tihange 2: Methodology for the determinaton of the acceptable flaw sizes

Commantern Mark K mar'hirkgnrcuo

Dfte 30'h October 2012

Based on what I have read in other documents I assume that RTOeT: 45.6°C corresponds to the measured
4.3.5-1 Sect 2.4 Info RTTassoated with the4m surveillance capsule, while RI. -10DT corresponds to this same value

adjused (based on current assumptions) to account for seregtion effects. Is this correct? In any event
it would be informative to say what the mot ation is for assessing this range of RIT values,

435.2 Sect 2.5 Info lassumethatt OR isdefined as the one that leads to b smallest allowable
_____ defect size, coi,'r

(b)X4)

Tect2 -
435-3 2.5 Major What the justification for considering different Level 0 transientsin the assessment of acceptable

flaw sizes than are shown by the probabilitic analyis to be important risk contributors? If these two
analyes ji,e,, those presented in this document and those presented in document 45.1) do not need to

_ be consistent please explain why.

4,35.4 & Same as comment 4.0.1-2
4.2 Major

lam probably revealing my Ignorance, but additional explanalion of the technical baNis for these
equations would be greatly appreciated:

4-3.5-5 Sect 4.3 Info
(bg4)



i Low, ti]o .,. . . R'O i "ie N
4.3.56 Throughout Info Sameascommenl4.0.1-1.

The status of this document is "M' (meaning final, I assume), yet the critcal [law size curves given here

4.3.5-7 Wt4.5 Info are said to beonly an example, I assume that a future revision of this document or some other
cdocument, wifl provide critical flaw size curves for the broad raige of parameters outlined in this

i _ document?

Too. Deftn
EMos1 jos sorndieUtrharwis noW. Prov~d for infomAtin.

nilo Mo expfw* io nd/or mfon'iaon 6uWjte to caritybprove tre grenog and/c k1i of kiwiafetycms.

W eer A tednicaiwainrent WNer mitfdimpad 4Orrte SAfY me.
___AddreissoftNc oent old nprowe h al case bu ii nVviewedas nicmqr.

arAtecnrical comment haying *anirun ontafe*ycast
I__ M&rM Of ftb OMI ve*Rd 0s R2Mssr.

Cnprm Ic A wnu g nsin othedezcpopM qsed *d ar g unreotd engthcof thwaet* me.



Donmentf: 4.5.1

Document Tite: lOCFR50.61a PTS study of the KCD3 reactor pressure vessel probabilistic apporach

Commeer. Mark 0irk, marhi p:rc.o

Dafte 30 October 2012

Sect Tech-
4.5.1.1 5.L Mio Samecoment as 7.4.1-3.

5e1.2 Minor

4.5.112 Editorial Isuspectthererenceto'Section 0isinerror.6.1,1

As recognized byTractebel, a key part of this analysis is demonstraing that the Beaver Valley 1 transients
Sect 6, are appropiatelyassumed for Doel 3. This argument is presented in the mentioned locations. I am

4.5.1.3 7.3.2, Info probably revealng that am not a systems engineer when I say that I found the information presented in
7.3.3 these sectionsto be a bit over my head. I hope it wi1 be easierto understand the information presented in

these sections, and the importance thereof, following direct discussions with Tractebel engineer.
Sect

4.5,14 Sea Info Please document the means by which the frequendesof translent occurrence were estimated for Doel 3.
7.3.23 _ _

Sec Was the best estimate chemistry for the lower shell used for both the lower and the upper shells? Why is4,5,1.5 Info
7.2.1.1 this appropriate?

4.5,1.6 Sec Tech Same as comment 4.0.1-2.
7.2,1.2 Major

(bl(41

4.5.17 Sect Techd. b4) ltisdiffkud
7.2,12 Major to visualize based what is witten in this section what the mathematical model of the flaws inthe vessel

looks like, and how this compares to the NDE data, Please provide sme visual, tabular, and/or graphical
comparisons todemonstrate that the mathematicl model is an accurate or conservative representation of
the NDE dta for Doel 3,
While I agree with the following statement:

4.5-.18 Sect Tech-
7.2.1.2 Minor for the low emnirlttlement level of the welds themselves (.2 'CJ and the surrounding forgings (28 %C the

relationships between RTJ. and TIW in NUREG-1874 suggest that there should be no [zero)' WCF (and

FCt estimated in these analyses is thought to arise due to theluasi-aminar flaws,



, 6,ID 1o:* n Type .... ". . ..... Comment ,Resolln
lie FAVOR code does not model Haw interactions; all simulated flaws are assumed to exist in isolation from

45.1.9 Sect Tech. one another, Wile it has not been explicity stated, I assume that flaw interaction is adressed as a pre-
7,21.4 Major processingstep by poupingq r fWs tether. In anyevent, how flaw interaction has been accounted

-or, orthe f0 at it does not need to be accounted for, needs to be desaibed.

Sect Tech- 
N

4U1.10 ajor (b ýlease ass the impact of this limitation on the abilityto model accurately [orcosewtively)
the Pa pw plation found in the Doel3 RPV,

4.5.1.11 S Tech Same commentas 8,1,1.
72.1.5 Major

ldkvo ju J so" tatv ed, Rovild lý mfonu

A technical commnent W1 nifxam Impict on tesfetycase.

EzWumn A sW de~nof thepropW iM tate heas auofenting thie s* otheI safety case.



Document#: 4.6.1

Document Title: Calculation: RPV Doel 3: Fatigue crack growth anal

Commenter Mark Kirk, makiri@nrov

Date: 30 October0zo2

lllD li Jol Wykllll
4.6.1-1 Sect,2 Tedh-Major Same as comment 4'.01.2,

The numberof cydesassumed in 40years seems to be greatly conservative (e.g., 200 full heatups and
4.6.1-2 Sect. 3.3 Afo coodowns peryear-45peryear]. fthi is indeed an intentional conservatism it is probably worth

mentlining.

(bX4)

4.6.1-3 Sect 3.4 TheMajor Tse points are, in my opinion, well demonstrated by these analyses. z(b)
& 4

4.61.4 Various Info Samecommentas4.,1-1.
I can accept that Tra tebel has performed the FCG cau~lations correctly, but I feel that this section
should be rewritten to better descbe what ter procedure does, or does not, do. In specific I think
that the re-write should describe better the following points:
1. What procedures are used to amount for the effect of loading sequence on the calculation? If the

effect of loading sequence is ignored, why is it appropriate to do so?
2. It is said that stress ratio (R-factor) is computed, but it is not clear that the value of R influences the

FG computation following the Paris lw. What is the effect of R faor, if any, on the calculation? If
R factor is inored why is it appropriate to do so?

4.6.1.5 Sect. Info 3. The following statement is made:
5.23

This pasge speaks only of "preure ev .tio! Does this imply that the affects of thermal loading
on K is not considered in the FCG analysis? It so why is this appropriate?

4. The following statements are made:



ID lobai Type wowmn

It is probably due to my unfamiliarity with ASME FKG protocols, bull have had great difficulty
understanding what these sentences are trying to tell me regarding how the AK valu and the
number of cycles are computed from the information in the table given in Stion 3.3 for input into
the FCG lculation. The addition of a few details for the unfamliarwould be most welcome.

E~ftar lost smelrrqtfutwis MW~e Providedforinbmabo
1Igo Ad~tinlexpnatio ind/or Wntorrat issugpeted to dartifymprovethe cae

A techrkalcomment havk% Ihi impat onthe safety case.
Addre5Ass of thiscomment wouW impeih safety case, but hrt v~wd as weesssry.

TeiM~rAtechnical conmerAnh sofirntimpon the safely case
Addrez ohNscoant isvlWeas eesRug,
'Aq tdeasod rpsduu th sika u rgtegeho h aeyc



Document 1.: 7.4.1

Document T6: Safety Referential Doel, Reactor Vessel Integrity of Doel 3

Comrnenteri Mark Kirk, mark kirki nrcnov

Date: 301 October 2012

7411 Sect Info Can we get acopy of Royal Decree of 30 November 3011, artils 20 and 24 on ag management?
371.1 N

7.4.1-2 1N/A IN/A INever mind. I resolved this question myself.
It should be noted that 10 CFR 50.61a does not require that the licensee perform a probabilistic assessment
as is being done for Doel. All that 10 CFR 50.61a requires (should a licensee decide to use itj is that the
values of the reference temperature cakulated as outlined in 10 UR 5,6la should be less than certain
critical values In this manner the requirements of 10 CFR 50,61a are similar in format to those of 10 CFR
50.61.

7.4.1-3 Sekt

5.3.2
Tech-
Minor

Of course there is nothing in 10 CFR 50.61a that prohits a licensee from pefofmng a probabistic analysis.

bWe mu onaexpbumnat foa Wv nbmgpt toclio/impovte kstrenqh andjor lokoft ON safety case.
T~~~ A tecalcomwnt hain imid impact on thes*aftcs.

Abzlc ~ old Im poetkbo ze, rwed as necwqai.
T" 4 Ate~ncaiconmeon~ aingsof*actstonthe fetcase

Wdeioffthomeiscvedisnemsna.
Ex~m *n


